Significant changes from 2016

1.4.5.4a Day number deleted from Task Sheet requirements.

3.4.3 Reigning Champions no longer invited, except Juniors and Women. See also Appendix 1.

4.1.1b Registration as CofA.

4.1.2a Airframe parachute. See also Appendix 2.

8.3.1 Devaluation of distance days ($F_{CR}$).

7.3.2a Refinement of motorglider launch procedure.

7.5.5 Landing within the penalty zone of a TP.

8.5 Team Cup rules overhauled again, for completeness, not design.

8.6.2 General Warnings; subsequent paragraphs renumbered.

Minor changes from 2016

1.2.2 “South” replaced by “Pan”

3.5.3c Reference to subsequent paragraph added.

4.1.2b Guidance to Organisers in italics.

4.3.2 Word change.

7.10 Removed “outlanding certificates.”

7.3.1c Relaunching before the next class is finished launching.

8.2.1 Wording clarified and italics added.